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CamX Triton HD
One device and workflow for all patient communication needs

VIDEO
See how Triton
HD’s interchangeable Head System
makes it easy to
change between
caries diagnosis
and intraoral
imaging.

D

esigned with every
dental professional in
mind, the CamX Triton
HD features a slim, ergonomic
design that fits comfortably in
the hand. The sleek, rounded
heads enable easy access to
even the posterior and provide
greater patient comfort.
Triton HD offers simple functionality with advanced features like the 1-push auto-focus
button, which immediately
brings the image into sharp
clarity from any distance, while
a unique capture-upon-release
feature makes capturing steady,
sharp images easy.
The CamX Triton HD offers 2
forms of patient communication
within one modernly designed
camera system that delivers
high-resolution, brilliant, sharp
images with one-click:

•	
The CamX Triton HD CAM
head delivers images in real
HD quality, even in live video,
and provides a flexible focal
distance that allows images
to be taken from full face to
macro.
•	
The Spectra interchangeable head provides aid in

diagnosis and early detection
of caries and visualization of
plaque. It can also be used to
demonstrate the progress of
caries removal.
Both heads feature scratchresistant lenses and are easily
switched between camera and
caries detection.

3 REASONS WHY CAMX TRITON HD
SHOULD BE ON YOUR DEMO LIST:
FOR FREE
INFORMATION:
800.921.4806
ext. 123
www.dps.li/a/
Circle
on the card

1

 he intelligent, interchangeable head system aids in diagnosis
T
and early detection of caries and visualization of plaque, and is
easily and quickly changed between caries diagnosis and
intraoral imaging.

2

 amX Triton HD delivers vivid, sharp, and brilliant images with
C
one-click autofocus from any distance.

3

 reatment recommendations will be easier for patients to
T
understand.
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